Robust Head Detection in Collaborative Learning Environments Using AM-FM Representations
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Abstract—The paper introduces the problem of robust head detection in collaborative learning environments. In such environments, the camera remains fixed while the students are allowed to sit at different parts of a table. Example challenges include the fact that students may be facing away from the camera or exposing different parts of their face to the camera. To address these issues, the paper proposes the development of two new methods based on Amplitude Modulation-Frequency Modulation (AM-FM) models. First, a combined approach based on color and FM texture is developed for robust face detection. Secondly, a combined approach based on processing the AM and FM components is developed for robust, back of the head detection. The results of the two approaches are also combined to detect all of the students sitting at each table. The robust face detector achieved 79% accuracy on a set of 1000 face image examples. The back of the head detector achieved 91% accuracy on a set of 363 test image examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Head detection in general videos can be very challenging. Many of the detection challenges come from the requirements that the methods should work on images captured from different viewpoints, with varying illuminations, variable distances to the subjects, where the heads themselves may be partially occluded. Here, we restrict our attention to head detection in collaborative learning environments where students are being taught how to program.

We present different head detection examples in Fig. 1. The examples demonstrate occlusion, the need to work at different scales, hair color variation, and slight illumination variations. In our examples, the camera was fixed on a tripod and no attempt was made to track the students. Thus, some students are facing the camera while others are looking away. In terms of structural noise, the videos are also characterized by complex background motions. For example, in Fig. 1(a) and (d), we have people moving in the background.

The majority of prior research has placed substantial constraints on head positions. For example, in [1], the authors constrained viewpoint variation to the range of -90° to +90°. In [2], the authors considered methods for head detection based on depth images. In [3], the authors developed a 3D ellipsoidal model for head detection in a controlled environment. Thus, in prior research, we did not find the complex background motions and strong viewpoint variations that we consider in this paper.

It is common to use skin color for face detection as discussed in [4]. Texture based face detection is discussed in [5]. In [5], the authors used an FFT based approach and local phase quantization for face representations under varying illumination. A deep learning approach to face detection is discussed in [6]. A front-face hair detection approach is discussed in [7].

In our paper, we will consider the combined use of color models with a texture-based FM model for robust face detection. Here, we note that the FM components tend to be
The rest of the paper is divided into five sections. In section II, we summarize the AM-FM demodulation approach that is based on a new daisy-petal filter bank design described in [8].

For our purposes, we adopt a dominant component analysis approach where we generate a single AM-FM component for the entire image. The basic approach is demonstrated in Fig. 2. At each pixel, we identify the channel (i) that has the maximum IA \( A_i(x,y) \). Then for this pixel, we select the IP and IA outputs from the n-th channel. The collection of all the outputs from all the pixels forms a single AM-FM component for the back of the head detection in the wild, there has been very little research. Here, we develop a very effective approach based on the use of AM and FM components that provide effective representations for hair strands.

The approach described in [10] and a new filter-bank design are covered in [8] (see Fig. 2).

We approximate the output \( I_{n,AS} \) of the n-th filter using

\[
I_{n,AS}(x,y) \approx A_n(x,y) \exp[j\phi_n(x,y)].
\]

For each filter, we estimate the amplitude and phase components using:

\[
A_n(x,y) = |I_{n,AS}(x,y)|
\]

and

\[
\phi_n(x,y) = \arctan\left[\frac{\text{imag}(I_{n,AS}(x,y))}{\text{real}(I_{n,AS}(x,y))}\right].
\]

For our purposes, we adopt a dominant component analysis approach where we generate a single AM-FM component for the entire image. The basic approach is demonstrated in Fig. 2. At each pixel, we identify the channel (i) that has the maximum IA \( A_i(x,y) \). Then for this pixel, we select the IP and IA outputs from the n-th channel. The collection of all the outputs from all the pixels forms a single AM-FM component: \( a(x,y) \cos \phi(x,y) \). In what follows, we will use the AM \( a(x,y) \) and FM \( \cos \phi(x,y) \) components to build robust detectors.

III. HEAD DETECTION

We decompose the problem of head detection as two separate sub-problems. First, we develop a robust face detector based on both color and FM texture information. Second, we develop a robust back of the head detector based on AM-FM texture information. Then, we combine the results from the two detectors to detect all of the heads present in the videos.

In what follows, we provide more details for each detector.

A. FACE DETECTION

We summarize the basic system in Fig. 3. Here, we consider the application of two different approaches and combine the results using an and operation. Thus, we require agreement from both detectors to detect a face. Following detection, we use cross-correlation to track the faces through the video for the next ten frames. After ten frames, we repeat the face detection process.
To recognize the effectiveness of the proposed FM approach, we refer to the FM component in Fig. 5(a). From Fig. 5(a), it is clear that the FM component captured the face characteristics extremely well. The eyes, hair, mouth, and face outline is nicely outlined. Furthermore, note that the FM component does not suffer from any illumination variations, and it is not affected by skin color. Instead, it simply extracts the essential face characteristics. Furthermore, it is quite clear that the FM outline captures sufficient detail to identify the student.

We thus use a simple K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) template for robust face detection. Initially, the input image is partitioned into $60 \times 60$ blocks with 50% overlap. Then each block is classified as a face or non-face block using a KNN ($K = 3$) classifier. The KNN classifier was trained using 2441 face-present blocks and 2410 non-face blocks. The faces were extracted from training videos that were not used during testing videos. Here, for robust detection, we required that the testing videos were selected from different days that were not shared with the training days.

For the color model, we adopted the approach described in [4]. In [4], the authors claimed that their model can address daylight illumination variations. The basic idea is to use thresholds and constrain the component relationships in the HSV, RGB, and YCrCb spaces and then combine all of them using an and operation.

Overall, we expect the combination of texture (FM) and color information to lead to more robust face detections. As described above, the FM approach is strongly invariant to illumination variations.

**B. Back of the Head Detection**

Robust detection of the back of the head requires a more sophisticated approach. We focus on development of a robust method for hair detection that is based on the AM and FM components.

To introduce the approach, we note that the FM components capture the directional information in the hair and head shape information as it is clearly visible in Figs. 5(a) and 6(b). On the other hand, the AM component also captures the hair region variations as shown in Fig. 6(a).

We present the overall method in Fig. 4. To explain the steps, we also present outputs from several steps in Figs. 5 and 6. We begin with FM-based hair detection that is shown in Fig. 5. Here, the basic idea is to identify the long vertical components that correspond to the long hair strands. The FM image is thresholded to provide a clear image that is fed to a Canny edge detection to produce closed components (see Fig. 5(b)). The components are filled as shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d). To detect the long hair, we then sum-up the columns (project along the columns) and look for the columns with the maximum number of detected strands of hair pixels as shown in Fig. 5(e). Similarly, the AM component is used to detect strands of hair as illustrated in Fig. 6(c). The hair detector block combines the results from the AM and FM components using an and operation.

The well-defined head outlines of the FM components (e.g., see Figs. 5(a) and 6(b)) allow us to use a simple circle-based edge detector to detect the head shape. Our circle detector was implemented using a Hough transform operating on the
gradient of the FM component (see Fig. 4). For the last step, the back of the head of the head detector, we combine the results from the circle detector and the hair detector using an and operation and then use a sliding window to identify the region with the larger number of detected hair pixels (see Figs. 5(f) and 6(d)). Lastly, as for the face detector, we use a cross-correlation to track the detected heads through the video.

IV. RESULTS

To test the method, we use manual annotation to label difficult examples from ten new videos, taken on different dates ($512 \times 512$ at $25 \text{fps}$). A summary of our test set and the achieved accuracy is given in Table I. Overall, we tested 1363 examples and achieved 82% accuracy. Here, for accurate detection, we require that the detected region has a minimum of 60% overlap with the manual annotation.

We note that the use of the AM-FM models performed extremely well in detecting the back of the heads. We report our results separately for short hair versus long hair. Here, we note that heads with short hair was best detected using the circle-shape detector operating on the FM component. Also, for heads with longer hair, the AM-FM detector is at the bottom part of the flow-chart in Fig. 4. For short-hair, our head detection achieved 100% accuracy. Thus, we would like to dramatically extend our short-hair dataset to further challenge our approach. Similarly, for long-hair, head detection achieved 91% detection that is also good. Overall, please recall that there is very little research on back of the head detection datasets for us to compare these results. Despite the challenges, the robust face detector achieved 79% accuracy. On an i5-7200 CPU @2.50 GHz, the code requires 2.5s per frame for computing the AM-FM decomposition (in C++) and an additional 2s for the rest of the analysis (done in Python). Refer to [9] for our current efforts to speed up 2D convolutions using FPGAs.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper proposes the use of new methods for head detection based on the combined use of AM-FM texture models and standard color models for skin detection. The proposed methods gave excellent results in a very challenging dataset composed of students learning in a collaborative environment. We are currently investigating the performance of the methodology in much larger datasets with more complex examples.
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